Improvement Plan for

Cummins Area School
2019 to 2021

Vision statement
Cummins Area School provides a culture of improvement and growth
where all students are supported to develop the skills and knowledge they
require throughout their lives. This is underpinned by the school values of
respect, responsibility, cooperation and doing our best along with strong
teaching pedagogy that allows for collaboration, reflection and
transference of skills. Using these strategies to support growth and
achievement in literacy and numeracy priorities will assist our students to
become valued contributors to the community of Cummins and beyond
throughout the 21st century.
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Plan summary
Goals
Increase achievement for students in
numeracy by developing deeper
understanding of Mathematical
processes and concepts.

Targets
In NAPLAN 2021 see growth of students in higher bands to:
Yr 5: 15 students
Yr 7: 9 students
Yr 9: 10 students

In NAPLAN 2022 see growth of students in higher bands to:
Yr 5:15 students
Yr 7: 12 students
Yr 9: 9 students

In NAPLAN 2023 see growth of students in higher bands to:
Yr 5: 15 students
Yr 7: 9 students
Yr 9: 10 students

Improve Student Achievement in
Writing, F - 12.

In NAPLAN 2021 see growth of students in higher bands to:
Yr 3: 10 students
Yr 5: 14 students
Yr 7: 7 students
Yr 9: 7 students
SACE Stage 1 English - 4 A, 10 B, 9 C

In NAPLAN 2022 see growth of students in higher bands to:
Yr 3: 12 students
Yr 5: 12 students
Yr 7: 9 students
Yr 9: 10 students

In NAPLAN 2023 see growth of students in higher bands to:
Yr 3: 10 students
Yr 5: 15 students
Yr 7: 14 students
Yr 9: 12 students

Increase number of students
meeting SEA in F - 3 Reading.

In NAPLAN 2021 s students in higher bands to:
Yr 3:
In 2021 Running Records:shift
Yr 2: SEA to Higher Bands - 11 students
SEA to just abve SEA - 6
Just below SEA to SEA - 6

In NAPLAN 2021 see growth of students in higher bands to:
Yr 3: 15
In 2021 Running Records:shift
Yr 2: SEA to Higher Bands - 14 students
SEA to just abve SEA - 8 students
Just below SEA to SEA - 7 students

Challenge of practice
If teachers of mathematics in Yrs 5-9
recognise the importance of
Multiplicative thinking then we will
see the development of more
powerful thinking and multifaceted
problem solving in our students.

Success criteria
Students can:
？ approach Maths tasks with confidence
？ collaborate and use a range of strategies to solve
complex problems
？ use metacognitive processes to explain their thinking
and justify their answers in Maths to their peers and
teachers
？ transfer mathematical thinking across all subject areas
？ recognise the opportunities to apply numeracy
knowledge in a range of tasks
？ use mathematical language

If,using the Teaching and Learning
Cycle to guide us, we explicitly
deconstruct and reconstruct subject
area texts using the gradual release
model, then we will improve the
sophistication of student writing.

Students can:
• reflect on written work with staff and peers to
act on feedback
• transfer knowledge to written texts
• analyse and deconstruct modelled texts
• construct texts for specific purpose and audience
• apply new vocabulary and language structures of
target texts
Identify purpose for texts
Self moderate their work against exemplars and
identify next steps

If we design reading instruction
that explicitly teaches all elements of
reading that effective readers use
and is consistent across yrs F-3 then
we will see an increase in the number
of students meeting SEA in Yr. 1
Phonics Screening, Running Records
and Yr 3 NAPLAN

When we assess student reading we will
see:
Students applying level appropriate phonics
knowledge
Students confidently attempting new words
Students reading texts of increasing
complexity
Students using a range of strategies to
comprehend texts
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•

Complete every step. The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this. In addition, your education director will
provide support.

•

Text will reduce in size the more you type. Exceeding the optimal limits will result in illegible text size electronically and in-print.

•

Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 and have it approved by the principal, governing council chairperson, and education director.

•

Email this plan (steps 1 to 3) to your education director.

•

Publish your school improvement plan (steps 1-3) on your school website.

•

Work through step 4 (Improve practice and monitor impact) regularly throughout the school year. This step does not need to be published
on your website.

•

Complete step 5 (Review and evaluate) in term 4 of each year. This step does not need to be published on your website, though it should
inform the Improvement Planning - Review and evaluate section of your annual report to the school community.

•

Your school improvement plan will be current for 2019 to 2021 and should be updated in term 4 each year.

•

Note that each text box has a specific optimal character limit. Character limit includes words, punctuation, bullet points and spaces.

•

Be careful when copying from other documents, and remove any paragraph spaces from lists and bullet points as that will reduce text size.

•

Steps 1-3 will auto-populate as you type in text, meaning text will carry over across multiple pages and sections.

For further information and advice, contact:
Review, Improvement and Accountability
Phone: 8226 1284
education.RIA@sa.gov.au
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Step 1

1

Analyse evidence of student learning and answer the question ‘What are our goals for improvement?’ Specify up to 3 goals and annual
targets for student learning improvement in the table below.
Goal

Analyse
and prioritise

Targets

Goal 1 Increase achievement for
students in numeracy by
developing deeper
understanding of
Mathematical processes and
concepts.

Goal 2 Improve Student
Achievement in Writing, F 12.

Goal 3 Increase number of students
meeting SEA in F - 3 Reading.

2019

In NAPLAN 2021 see growth of students in higher bands to:
Yr 5: 15 students
Yr 7: 9 students
Yr 9: 10 students

2020

In NAPLAN 2022 see growth of students in higher bands to:
Yr 5:15 students
Yr 7: 12 students
Yr 9: 9 students

2021

In NAPLAN 2023 see growth of students in higher bands to:
Yr 5: 15 students
Yr 7: 9 students
Yr 9: 10 students

2019

In NAPLAN 2021 see growth of students in higher bands to:
Yr 3: 10 students
Yr 5: 14 students
Yr 7: 7 students
Yr 9: 7 students
SACE Stage 1 English - 4 A, 10 B, 9 C

2020

In NAPLAN 2022 see growth of students in higher bands to:
Yr 3: 12 students
Yr 5: 12 students
Yr 7: 9 students
Yr 9: 10 students

2021

In NAPLAN 2023 see growth of students in higher bands to:
Yr 3: 10 students
Yr 5: 15 students
Yr 7: 14 students
Yr 9: 12 students

2019

2020

In NAPLAN 2021 s students in higher bands to:
Yr 3:
In 2021 Running Records:shift
Yr 2: SEA to Higher Bands - 11 students
SEA to just abve SEA - 6
Just below SEA to SEA - 6

In NAPLAN 2021 see growth of students in higher bands to:
Yr 3: 15
In 2021 Running Records:shift
Yr 2: SEA to Higher Bands - 14 students
SEA to just abve SEA - 8 students
Just below SEA to SEA - 7 students

2021
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Step 2

2

Consider how improvements in teaching practice will help to achieve your improvement goals and answer the question ‘What areas of
practice should we focus on improving to reach our goals?’ Specify your challenge of practice for each goal in the table below.
Challenge of practice

Determine
challenge of
practice

Success criteria

Goal 1 If teachers of mathematics in Yrs 5-9 recognise
the importance of Multiplicative thinking then
we will see the development of more powerful
thinking and multifaceted problem solving in our
students.

Students can:
？ approach Maths tasks with confidence
？ collaborate and use a range of strategies to solve complex problems
？ use metacognitive processes to explain their thinking and justify their answers in Maths to
their peers and teachers
？ transfer mathematical thinking across all subject areas
？ recognise the opportunities to apply numeracy knowledge in a range of tasks
？ use mathematical language

Goal 2 If,using the Teaching and Learning Cycle to guide
us, we explicitly deconstruct and reconstruct
subject area texts using the gradual release
model, then we will improve the sophistication
of student writing.

Students can:
• reflect on written work with staff and peers to act on feedback
• transfer knowledge to written texts
• analyse and deconstruct modelled texts
• construct texts for specific purpose and audience
• apply new vocabulary and language structures of target texts
Identify purpose for texts
Self moderate their work against exemplars and identify next steps

Goal 3

When we assess student reading we will see:
Students applying level appropriate phonics knowledge
Students confidently attempting new words
Students reading texts of increasing complexity
Students using a range of strategies to comprehend texts

If we design reading instruction
that explicitly teaches all elements of reading
that effective readers use and is consistent
across yrs F-3 then we will see an increase in the
number of students meeting SEA in Yr. 1 Phonics
Screening, Running Records and Yr 3 NAPLAN
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Step 3

3

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’
Specify your actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.

Goal 1: Increase achievement for students in numeracy
Challenge of practice:

Plan
actions for
improvement

by developing deeper understanding of Mathematical processes and concepts.

If teachers of mathematics in Yrs 5-9 recognise the importance of Multiplicative thinking then we will see the
development of more powerful thinking and multifaceted problem solving in our students.

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Development of Numeracy PLC for Staff Meeting
splits.

Week 0 - meet
three times per
term

Driven by staff - Leadership member leading Staff Meeting Time
End of term summary / presentation to
Based on VanderWalle text
share

Numeracy Improvement - Staff upskilling

Twice in 2021

Margarita Breed sessions

Maragarita - funding
Release Time

Implement Curriculum Units Yrs 5-9 and apply Scope
and Sequence Documents

ongoing

Maths staff - Scope and sequence
assessment tasks - analyse areas of deficit.
Develop a plan to move through to Yr. 12
folios throughout schooling.
Tash Rayson- Assist with use of Curriculum
Units

Australian Curriculum
SACE Mathematics
Maths tasks
Moderators reports where applicable
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Step 3 cont.

3

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’
Specify your actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.

Plan
actions for
improvement

Goal 1 continued:
Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Linked to PDP

Termly

Linked to PDP goals. Termly meetings with Line
manager. Program handed in - goals identified and
observations arranged - feedback from Line Manager.
Peer observations to observe practice. Identification of
broad goals across the site. Data collected to enable
tracking and monitoring of students and discussed in
this format - what is student impact?

Release time
Observation (Leadership time)
Peer release time - observations
Data - OARS, NAPLAN, Tasks

Staff PD - Staff "Meeting" Time
- Build capacity in differentiation and pedagogy to
increase stretch as well as support and scaffold
students

3 per term

Leadership to run - staff to implement
- set tasks to complete and feedback
for next session - planning to reflect
implementation

High Impact Teaching Strategies
Leadership walkthrough / observation

Tracking and Monitoring

1 set staff
meeting per
term

Staff to adhere to assessment schedules and
indicate how they are utilising data in their
planning. Staff to use wave model in week 0
across their class. Staff to reflect on and review
this data each term with line manager either in
groups or individually.

PAT M , NAPLAN Data

Total financial resources allocated

Success criteria

Students can:
？ approach Maths tasks with confidence
？ collaborate and use a range of strategies to solve complex problems
？ use metacognitive processes to explain their thinking and justify their answers in Maths to their peers and teachers
？ transfer mathematical thinking across all subject areas
？ recognise the opportunities to apply numeracy knowledge in a range of tasks
？ use mathematical language
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Step 3 cont.

3

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’
Specify your actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.

Goal 2:

Plan
actions for
improvement

Improve Student Achievement in Writing, F - 12.

the Teaching and Learning Cycle to guide us, we explicitly deconstruct and reconstruct subject area texts using
Challenge of practice: If,using
the gradual release model, then we will improve the sophistication of student writing.

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

PLC's created in week 0 to focus on elements of
Teaching and Learning Cycle.

Week 0
Three meetings
per term

Staff to work on one element of T&LC each
term. PLC's led by Leadership depending
on needs of staff. Staff to engage in
process and set goals / strategies to
attempt in between meetings.

Teaching and Learning Cycle
Leaders examples
Reading to Writing PD week 0
Readings on T & LC, writing
improvement

Each teacher will utilise Brightpath as a formative
assessment strategy;
engaging in moderation with colleagues and using
teaching points to shift learning

Term 1
Term 3
or
Term 2
Term 4

Teaching Staff
Overseen Mike

Brightpath
Bump it Up Walls
Staff Meeting - 1 per term moderation

Each teacher explicitly teaches subject-specific text
types based on the consistent
templates developed.
Development Term 1 / 2

Development
Subject teachers
Term 1 / 2
LID
Use as of Term 3

Secondary Genre Maps
Stretch Guidebook
Staff Meeting Time
Australian Curriculum
AC Units
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Step 3 cont.

3

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’
Specify your actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.

Plan
actions for
improvement

Goal 2 continued:
Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

PDP linked to Teaching and Learning Cycle planning of Once per term+
observations and
writing.
walkthroughs.

Line Managers / staff
Leader observations
LET
Staff to provide examples of how they have
explicitly planned for the teaching of writing
using the cycle.

Staff release
PDP templates
Teaching and Learning Cycle

Tracking and Monitoring Students
Each teacher utilise Power BI to access key data set to track and
monitor learner profile of students, informing learning sequence and task design,for intervention
and stretch.
All teachers engage in professional learning regarding utilising data to inform task design and
implement evidence-based strategies for intervention and stretch.
Each teacher utilises Power BI and other data as well as formative assessment observations in
class, to implement Quality Differentiated Teaching Practice to intervene and stretch every
learner

Once per term at
staff meetings ongoing in
planning

Staff to adhere to assessment schedules and
indicate how they are utilising data in their
planning. Staff to use wave model in week 0
across their class. Staff to reflect on and
review this data each term with line manager
either in groups or individually.

PAT R, Brightpath, NAPLAN Data

Staff PD - Staff "Meeting" Time
- Build capacity in differentiation and pedagogy to
increase stretch as well as support and scaffold
students

3 per term

Leadership to run - staff to implement
- set tasks to complete and feedback
for next session - planning to reflect
implementation

High Impact Teaching Strategies
Leadership walkthrough / observation

Total financial resources allocated

Success criteria

Students can:
• reflect on written work with staff and peers to act on feedback
• transfer knowledge to written texts
• analyse and deconstruct modelled texts
• construct texts for specific purpose and audience
• apply new vocabulary and language structures of target texts
Identify purpose for texts
Self moderate their work against exemplars and identify next steps
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Step 3 cont.

3

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’
Specify your actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.

Goal 3:

Plan
actions for
improvement

Increase number of students meeting SEA in F - 3 Reading.

Challenge of practice:

If we design reading instruction
that explicitly teaches all elements of reading that effective readers use and is consistent across yrs F-3 then we will
see an increase in the number of students meeting SEA in Yr. 1 Phonics Screening, Running Records and Yr 3 NAPLAN

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

PLC Created in Week 0 to focus on best practices in
Reading Development for JP students

Week 0
3 x per term

Led by member of leadership - all JP
teachers participating.
Goals and actions worked through and
followed up in between meetings.
Leadership and peer observation
Links to PDP goals

Literacy Best practice papers
Initialit
Big 6

PDP linked to Reading improvement - focus on
planning for literacy sessions

One meeting per term
Programming handed
in
Observations and
Feedback
Data tracking

Line Manager and staff member to
meet - go through goals and planning
Link to reading improvement,
Formal / informal observations - peer

Release time
Planning and Programming
Initialit

Staff PD - Staff "Meeting" Time
- Build capacity in differentiation and pedagogy to
increase stretch as well as support and scaffold
students

3 per term

Leadership to run - staff to implement
- set tasks to complete and feedback
for next session - planning to reflect
implementation

High Impact Teaching Strategies
Leadership walkthrough / observation
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Step 3 cont.

3

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’
Specify your actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.

Plan
actions for
improvement

Goal 3 continued:
Actions
Tracking and Monitoring Students

Timeline

ongoing
1 staff meeting
per term
PDP process

Roles and responsibilities
All staff to wave students in week 0
Staff to adhere to assessment schedule regular monitoring of students around Running
Records / Phonics
Moderation of selected students - consistency
of data

Resources

Initialit data
Running Records
NAPLAN
peer release / observation

Total financial resources allocated

Success criteria

When we assess student reading we will see:
Students applying level appropriate phonics knowledge
Students confidently attempting new words
Students reading texts of increasing complexity
Students using a range of strategies to comprehend texts
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Approvals

Approved by principal
Name

Mel Degner
Date

12/02/2021

Approved by governing council chairperson
Name

Date

Approved by education director
Name

Date
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